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Many scientists will remember
2006 as the year when "Big
..Bang"physics was officially
recognised with a Nobel Prize.
Earlier this Jahn Mather af the
NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center and George Smoot af the
University of Califarnia at
Berkeley were awarded the
prize in physics for their role in
an experiment that pravided
stunning evidence for the Big
Bang model of the origin of the
universe.
The study af the universe, the
oldest of the sciences, was
revalutionised early in the 20th
century when the American
astranamer Edwin Hubble
discavered that the universe
was continually expanding. (He
abserved that faraway galaxies
are rushing away from the earth
at a speed praportional to'their
distance, a discavery known as
Hubble's Law).
The expanding I,Iniversewas
a great shock to'mainstream
science and philasophy.
Hawever, the phenamenon
matched the predictions af'
Einstein's general theory af
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